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The complexity of university parking will be
evident as commuters wade their way through
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the jungle of new signs posted around campus
signaling new regulations this semester.

City Council will consider
proposal for university zone
By Linda Zav oral
A proposal to look into
,stablishing a "university zone"
11..4 ’round the SJSU campus should go
o the San Jose City Council "in
about three weeks," according to
:ity Manager Ted Tedesco.
The university zone, which was
proposed to Tedesco in a letter from
SJSU President John Bunzel two
weeks ago, would restrict land uses
in the area to what Bunzel termed
"compatible with...the educational
atmosphere."
an attempt to put a ring
around the campus," Bunzel said,
"and protect it from all kinds of
environmental hazards."

Bunzel said he didn’t want to see
SJSU "ringed by bars, sleazy joints
and porno houses."
Land uses which would be
permitted in such a zone include
single-family dwellings, student
residences, child guidance centers,
student cooperatives, bookstores
and religious centers, he said.
"Nonconforming uses which
presently exist would continue after
the establishment of the university
zone," Bunzel said in the letter to
Tedesco. "However, when such
property was sold or changed hands,
the nonconforming use permit would
be void."
The nonconforming use permit

Bombing suspect’s
hearing Thursday
By Cherie Beers
Larry Alan Suite, an SJSU
senior charged with 18 bomb-related
Incidents on campus, will be
returning to San Jose Thursday to
enter a plea of innocence at his
preliminary hearing.
Suite, 23, was arrested by
University Police early in December
after a bomb exploded in the vacant
office of Richard Keady, assistant
professor of religious studies.
The charges, including some
felony counts against Suite, range
from threatening a professor to
using an explosive device. Suite is
also faced with several charges of
making false bomb threats that
caused the evacuation of campus
buildings.
Suite is out on $50,000 nail in
custody of his parents in Butte
County. According to University
police Sergeant Bill Correll, in
addition to the posted bail, the Santa

(’lara-Milpitas
County
Court
stipulated that ’on no account is he
to return to San Jose" except in the
company of his parents for the
purpose of appearing in court.
The court also directed Suite not
to visit SJSU or be in contact with
anyone from the university.
The case is now in the hands of
the Santa Clara District Attorney,
said University Police Sgt. Larry
James.
As the investigting officer,
Correll will appear at the
preliminary hearing along with the
district attorney.
The preliminary hearing will
determine if there is probable cause
for a trial.
According to Correll, the
future for Suite, a biology major who
planned to attend chiropractic
school after graduation is "pretty
much up to what happens at the
preliminary hearing."

March trial date
for rape suspect
A trial date of March 7 has been
et for an SJSU student charged with
two campus area rapes.
Francisco Loera, Jr., 27, entered a plea of innocent at his Jan. 12
arraignment after being indicted the
previous day by the Santa Clara
County Grand Jury.
Loera is charged with the Nov. 9
rape of a nun at St. Patrick’s Convent on Ninth Street. He was
:wrested Dec. 1 when San Jose police
observed a man entering the same
window through which the earlier
assailant gained entrance. Loera
mos shot in the leg by police when he
eportedly resisted arrest.
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Loera is also charged with the
Nov. 7 rape of an SJSU night
ludent. The attack occured near
-brace Mann School at Seventh and
.Wnta Clara Streets as the coed was
walking to her car.
The public defender’s office
reports that Loera’s bail, originally
set at $200,000, has been reduced to
T75,000.

Alexander P. Salazar, the first
rape suspect to be arrested as a
result of the San Jose police decoy
program, was arraigned last
Tuesday at Valley Medical Center.
According to unconfirmed
reports, Salazar, 30, is paralyzed
from a gunshot wound incurred at
the time of his arrest. Valley
Medical Center reported his condition as satisfactory.
Salazar has been charged with
assault with a deadly weapon on a
police officer, two counts of kidnapping, one count of oral
copulation, one count of attempted
rape and one count of rape.
The case is now in the pretrial
stages.
Salazar was shot Nov. 12 when
he reportedly approached a decoy
San Jose police officer from behind
while she was seated on a bench at
the 13th and Santa Clara street bus
stop. According to police reports, the
man put a knife to the officer’s
throat and ordered her to come with
hint. As she rose, she turned and
shot him in the left side of the chest.

would also become void if a structure underwent a major renovation,
he said.
Bunzel estimated it would take
"five, ten or more years" to phase
out the nonconforming uses in the
campus area. Board -and -care
homes, many of which currently
surround the campus, would be
considered nonconforming uses, he
said.
The university zone "would lie
primarily south and east of the
campus, but perhaps we could also
consider the area to the north,’
Bunzel said.
Setting up a university zone "is
not simple," acccording to Tedesco.
"If it had been, we’d have done it a
long time ago."
There may be legal problems,
he said, since many of the present
land uses are "potentially illegal."
Tedesco also said he is afraid of

emphasizing the university zone
since there may be an "adverse
reaction" from people who own
property in the area and have
planned nonconforming uses.
He also does not want the
university zone looked upon as a
panacea for SJSU’s problems.
"It’s only a piece of the pie,"
Tedesco said, "but I’m convinced
we’ve got to do something."
The university zone would deal
with the land use problem, he said,
but would not affect what he consid..,rs six other problems facing
&1St/ traffic and transportation,
parking, crime and law enforcement, physical deterioration,
social services and municipal
services.
Tedesco said he will be asking
the City Council to set up a task force
and "report back solutions which
could include a (university) zone."
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Longer ban,
but parking
upped 300
In an attempt to alleviate the
loss of student parking spaces
resulting trom the extension of the
preferential parking ban, SJSU
officials have opened the entire
Ninth Street parking garage to
students, faculty, and staff members on a 25 cents-per-day basis.
At the same time, parts of
Seventh and Ninth streets between
San Fernando and San Carlos
streets have been opened for permit
parking for those faculty and staff
members displaced from the Ninth
Street garage.
The bottom level of the garage
had previously been available only
to staff and faculty members on a
915-per-semester basis.
The changes will return to
students nearly 300 spaces that were
lost in the preferential parking ban,
according to Glen Guttormsen,
SJSU director of business affairs.
The preferential parking ban for
the 26-block residential area east of
campus was extended five hours in
the morning beginning this morning.
San Jose city officials estimate the
extension will take away about 650
parking spaces from students.
The extension of the parking
ban, encompassing 12th through 17th
streets between San Fernando
Street and Interstate 280, will be
from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday
through Thursday and from 8 to 4
p.m. on Friday beginning today.
The ban, first implemented last
fall, had previously been in effect
from 1 to 8 p.m. Monday through
Thursday and from 1 to 4 p.m. on
Friday.
The first phase of the city ordinance was put into effect with
shorter hours so commuters and the
university administration could
More easily adjust to the ban and its
effects, according to Gary Thomp-

son, associate civil engineer for San
Jose’s Transportation Planning
Department.
He also said the two-stage plan
was designed so the university
would have more time to develop
other parking sources.
The extension of the ban goes
into effect despite an attempt by the
Campus Community Association, to
delay it at least a week.
"We have asked for the delay
just to be niceto give people a
chance to adjust to it," said CCA
President Joan Corsiglia. "The
decision rests with the city."
The CCA was the organization
initially responsible for putting
pressure on the city to implement
the parking ban.
No change in policy regarding
the ban is being considered by the
city, according to Lee Homing, staff
analyst for San Jose’s Public Works
Department.
Cars cited will be fined V.
The decision to open Seventh
and Ninth streets to parking is only
temporary, pending a parking
arrangement with the proposed
state and federal buildings in
downtown San Jose which are now
under consideration, according to
Guttormsen.
"We hope it’s temporary, but a
lot of temporary things go on for
quite a while," he said. "We really
don’t want cars bisecting the
campus. Ultimately, the master
plan for the university) calls for
landscaping while keeping Seventh
and Ninth streets open for
emergency vehicles."
Past surveys have indicated
that of the 300 permit parking spaces
available on the bottom level of the
Ninth Street garage, only half were
used, according to a letter from
SJSU President John Bunzel to
faculty and staff members.

Councilman to face charges today

Student innocent in Runyon case
By Corinne Asturias
What a witness described as an
"ugly" scene between San Jose City
Councilman David Runyon and
SJSU senior Scott Allen on Sept. 2 is
finally reaching its legal conclusions.
Allen, 21, charged with one
count of battery on Bonnie Priest, a
Runyon companion, was found innocent last Wednesday after a twoday Municipal Court trial.
Runyon will face trial today on
charges of battery and obstructing
an officer.
Allen summarized his feelings
on his trial outcome in one word:
"Beautiful." He said he thinks the
councilman’s trial prospects will be
hurt by the Wednesday verdict and
that the entire incident may prove
"very damaging" to Runyon’s
political career.
Runyon was unavailable for
comment.
Allen has been subpoenaed to
appear in Runyon’s trial.
Both court proceedings stem
from an incident outside the Far-

mers Union restaurant four months
ago. SJSU students Allen and Dan
Grady encountered Priest and her
attorney husband, William, and his
employee, Janet Gurich, as they
were leaving the restaurant.
Acccording to Allen, he and
Grady struck up a humorous conversation with the members of the
Runyon party which resulted in
Allen picking up Priest, kissing her
and carrying her a few steps.
Allen testified there was no
hostility among any members of the
party until Runyon rejoined the
group, used abusive language, and
picked up fistfuls of gravel and rocks
which he threatened to throw. Grady
said he convinced Runyon not to
throw the rocks. Runyon then
showed his council business card,
which Allen chewed up and spit out.

Priest, 36, testified that she did not
consent to having Allen lift her off
her feet and was "shocked** when he
hoisted her.
According to another witness,
SJSU student Julio Mancias, Allen
walked up to Priest and said, "I
want one of them." He then picked
her up over his shoulder, carried her
several steps, tripped over a curb
and fell, sending Priest to the
sidewalk.
Allen, however, claims he set
Priest down and that she stumbled
and fell on her own and he helped her

to her feet. Priest said she -may
have fainted" when Allen lifted her
because she only remembers ending
up on the sidewalk.
Mancias testified that the Priest
party was in a "joyful mood" and
that Priest showed no signs of alarm
when Allen scooped her up. Grady,
who was not charged, and testified
in Allen’s defense, said Priest had an
ann around Allen’s waist before he
carried her. Grady also mentioned
Gunch had an arm around him iii
what he called "joyful bantering."

According to police reports,
Runyon, who was belligerent and
unruly, tried to use his influence as a
councilman by threatening
demotions and suspension of officers
on the scene and by making
numerous references to police force
pay raises.
During Allen’s trial Monday.

Vacation rape attempt
reported in dormitory
An attempted rape, the first
since University Police manpower
was increased last semester, occurred in Washburn Hall Jan. 20,
according to University Police Sgt.
Larry James.
He said there were no suspects
at this time.
The assailant is described ass 5foot-9 black man in his 20s, weighing
about 150 pounds, with a mediumlength Afro hairstyle.
James said the victim was
awakened in the early morning
hours and found a naked man
standing near her. The man

reportedly told her not to inake a
sound and covered her mouth with
his hand. She then struggled with
him.
James said the woman’s
"continual efforts to resist" seemed
to work, as the man "for some
unknown reason dressed and left."
The lock on the door of the
woman’s room was defective,
James said. It is not known how the
man got into the dormitory.
James said the investigation is
continuing. He also said there is no
indication that the suspect has attacked victims before.

What a mess. Holly Sweeny, like
many SJSU students, tries to set
her class
schedule during
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Add/Drop last Tuesday in
Women’s Gym.

the

The City of San Jose’s discriminatory parking
ban east of SJSU became more restrictive this
month.
The hours of the ban were extended Jan. 1 to
include the morning hoursthe time when more
students are vying for precious parking spaces.
Although the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled
otherwise, we still hold that public streets, since
they are maintained by taxes, belong to the taxpayers.
As if that were not reason enough to lift the
ban, a Spartan Daily poll last semester showed
that 50 percent of the residents in the affected area
questioned are opposed to the ban. Only 43 percent
favored it.
More than 8,000 students signed a petition
opposing the ban last fall.
The San Jose City Council has chosen to ignore
these facts. We urge them to reconsider by at least
cutting back on the extended hours.
In desperate moves to counteract the City
Council’s edict, SJSU has opened Seventh and
Ninth streets to parking, freeing some 300 spaces
in the parking garages.
Admittedly, 300 spaces is a drop in the bucket.
But at least the university administrators are
trying to relieve SJSU’s horrendous parking
problem.
That’s more than we can say for the city.

University officials and San Jose City
Manager Ted Tedesco should be commended for
starting to grapple with some SJSU problems other
than parking.
SJSU President John Bunzel has proposed that
a "university zone" be designated around the
campus to restrict land uses to those which would
complement the university. Tedesco concurred
with Bunzel’s idea and will bring it to the City
Council in three weeks.
Presumably, Bunzel said, valid uses of land
would include student housing, single-family
residences, child guidance centers, cooperatives
and bookstores. What Bunzel has termed "nonconforming uses" would be phased out as the
buildings were sold or renovated.
Although we realize it would be years before
the effects of such a zone are noticeable, we’re
happy to see steps taken to alleviate the
deterioration around the campus and promote
student-oriented businesses.

The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows:
Letters
’Letters should be submitted at
the Daily office ( JC 208) between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays or by mail
to the Forum Page, c/o the Spartan
Daily, San Jose State University, 125
S. Seventh St., San Jose, Ca. 95192.
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
I.etters should be typed,
double-spaced and self-edited.
Because of the limited time
available to re-type handwritten
letters, typed letters are preferred.
Best-read letters are 250 words or
less.
’The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to edit for length, style or libel.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.
Press Releases
’ Releases should be submitted
as early as possible to the City
Editor at the Spartan Daily office or
by mail. The sooner the release is
received, the better coverage the
topic may receive.
All releases should include a
telephone number that can be called
in case further information is
needed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit, rewrite and edit press
releases for length, style or libel.
The Spartan Deily reserves the
right to make judgments concerning
news value of any given release.
’Announcements of meeting
times, displays and other minor
releases should be submitted at the
Daily office in the Spartaguide box
located against the west wall of the
office.

ideas for news stories from all
campus personnel.
Departments
can call the Daily at 277-3181 to
report any policy changes or
achievements by professors and
students.

Stanford sit-in riot incident

By Gary Barger
On April 9, 1971, nine policemen
were injured during the course of a
sit-in at the Stanford University
hospital.
After pictures appeared in the
Stanford Daily a few days later,

Gory Barger is a Spartan Dolly reporter

indicating they had a photographer
., at the sit-in, police obtained a
, warrant and searched the
newspaper offices in an unsuccessful attempt to identify the
assailants.
The Stanford Daily subsequently filed a suit protesting the
police action, and the case,
currently before the U.S. Supreme
Court, will have an important
bearing on the future of the public’s
right to know.
California has recognized that in
order to have a free press it is
necessary to allow journalists the
right not to divulge sources of information or photographs. The state
has a "shield law" which states that
a journalist can’t be cited for contempt of court for refusing to name a
source.
Without such a law, which
protects the sources of news stories
as well as the reporters, many
stories which bear on the public

interest would never materialize.
Police officer associations and
the attorneys general of 17 states,
including California, want the
Supreme Court to rule that it is legal
for police, with a search warrant, to
make surprise searches of
newspaper offices.
News organizations are opposing this request. They argue that
a surprise search by police would
jeopardize confidential material,

By Dave Reynolds
Come one, come all to the
’Great Classes Race." See
thousands of students scramble to
get that last class before their
financial aid gets dropped.

Come see hulking athletes
register before the rest of the
students. See them sign up for
courses as complicated as "Intermediate Sleep," or that all-time
favorite, "Beginning Naps."
Be sure to get here early so you
can watch the fearless students
arrive
10 minutes
before
registration, only to discover they
don’t have a No. 2 pencil,

and that if police are allowed to
search desks and files in search of
material, they would have access to
notes and film obtained in confidence.
The news organizations contend
that police should get subpoenas if
they want to examine reporters’
notes or photographers’ film. This
would insure the existing right of
newsmen to go to court and resist
the police request if they thought it

jeopardized a news source, and
consequently the right of the public
to be fully informed.
It is hoped the Supreme Coll,
will realize that the law can be
forted and crimes solved wi
police raiding newspaper offices a
ransacking reporters’ desks.
’1
Such police practices, if cll.
couraged, would seriously erode qie
principle of the public’s right ’to
know.

Stay to watch them dash to the
bookstore, only to return and lose
their places in line.
See students silently topple after
waiting three hours for the line to
move into the gym. Watch them
sack out on the grass to catch a few
last Z’s before their turn comes, and
then miss it.
Watch as people are herded into
Spartan Gym for more waiting and
listening to boring directions that
are meaningless to most of them.
Celebrate with them as they are
finally admitted into the add -drop
arena. See their gaunt faces beg for
a crumb of food because they
haven’t eaten since 7 a.m.
Be amused as they advance to
the front of yet another long line,
only to find that the person just in
front filled the last spot in the class

they must have. Or see them wait
until closing, hoping that someone
will drop a class and open a spot.
Then see the students face yet
another long line as they valiantly
try to leave the arena. See their sad
faces as they are told that their
forms are filled out improperly, and
they have to do it all over again.
And smirk at those students who
think they can drop classes without
going through this mess when they
get their grades and see a string of
administrative Fs
And last but not least, watch the
Hodgepodge Bar and Grill’s
business triple as the thirsty hordes
either celebrate or drown their
sorrows.
Does this sound familiar? It..
should, since it happened last.
Tuesdav.

It’s only fair, as a seasoned
veteran of SJSU, to give warning to
the unsuspecting little waifs who are
attending this educational institution for the first time.
Watch out.

this area, it’s just that everyone else
is probably as lost as you are and
ended up there.
And when you discover that the
book you desperately need for
tomorrow’s test is out of stock, it’S
usually something
really
challenging like The Anatomy of a
Rubber Duck" never fear, the next
shipment is due by the end of April.
Besides, there is a school in outer
Mongolia who has extras, if you
really need it that badly.
And the rain. It just might do
just that. Wasn’t it just last month
that there was a drought around? Be
assured, anyone with a tan is an’
import from the Bahamas.
You will find that after you
understand these minor difficulties
at SJSU, you are well on your way to
understanding a lot more about thik
place than I do.

Julie Dieene is o Spartan Daily reporter

Your first discovery, if you
drove this morning, was the curious
lack of parking spaces in the general
campus area. This is due to the
selfishness of other students, not a
parking ban passed by the San Jose
City Council on the outlying campus
areas, as some will tell you.
Your second discovery, as you
make your way to your first class, is
the congested area of Seventh
Street. This is not due to the extra
parking spaces recently added to
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Aluminum cans flying;
Recyclable as trinkets
By Craig Anderson
"Tootiee or not Toobee?" That is
the question.
Can the top of a Coke can find
happiness and success as a flying
toy?
Gary Upham and Dale Klahn
thought so whle working as
engineers for General Electric.
They invented the "Toobee," a
flying toy that looks remarkably like
the top portion of an aluminum
beverage container._
Several thousand dollars and a
lot of work later, the Toobee entered
the commercial toy market. The toy
really is the top portion of a
beverage container with the end cut
out.
The Toobee, made of aluminum,
is two inches long and will fly about
150 feet. Upham said that it is actually a wing that is folded, an
airfoil.
The idea has been around for a
long time, Upham said.
The first versions were of paper.
photos by Marilyn Odello

Commercial development of a
similar toy in plastic was tried,
Upham said, but "none have the
magic that this toy has."
The device, weighing only seven
grams, is much lighter than its
plastic competition. The former

Move over, frisbee! Gary Upham demonstrates the wrist action necessary for putting a spin on his
invention, the Toobee. The toy, which is really the top portion of an aluminum beverage can with the
edges rounded will fly some 150 feet. Commercial development of the simple toy was a long time in
coming, according to Upham. The first versions were made out of paper. Plastic versions proved to be
too heavy.

2ampus crime decrease
’significant,’ police report
ind

Campus crime has decreased
,
."significantly" since operations
aimed at rape prevention were
stepped up last semester, according
to Sgt. Larry James of University
Police. Only one sexual assault has
been reported since then, James
said.
The joint effort of University
Police and the San Jose Police
Department to prevent rapes was
"extremely successful," he said. It
consisted primarily of increased
night patrol and a decoy program.
Officers from other California State
and University and College cornpuses also joined the effort.
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Currently, 15 community serince officers are working on campus. Hired with funds from the
Comprehensive Employment
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Twenty such phones already
provide direct police contact, and
more may be installed if needed.
University of California at Berkeley
reports that its emergency phone
system works well, said James,
although fortunately emergency
phones on the SJSU campus have not
been used.
Campus
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necessary because the idea
behind it had been implemented already, with
the addition of courses such
as "Socio-cultural Perspectives," "Sport in
America" and "Historical
Perspectives." She said
changing the title was
significant because it will
broaden the awareness of
many people outside the
department.

improved," said the sergeant. He
believes that it is adequate in most
areas, and stated that surveys are
occasionally done to find areas with
inadequate lighting. However, he
urged people to stay on paths and
walkways.
San Jose Police report a
"diminishing of incidents" in the
campus area. Decoys and extra
patrols will be used as needed.
Particular attention is being
given the campus area so that a
major rape problem won’t erupt
again, University Police said. The
derny program was successful, but
police urge women to stay alert and
not relax vigilance.
University Police are planning a
series of seminars on self defense
and crime prevention to be held this
semester.

SJSU’s attempts to
dispel previously held
notions about physical
activity is part of a national
and international trend to
change the titles of P.E.
departments, according to
Bowman.
Although the most
common new title of
physical
education
departments at other
universities is the

The toy has had limited
distribution in the Bay Area. It sells
for less than a dollar and Upham is
working to publicize the new
product. Demonstrations in front of
stores have proved successful, he
said.
SJSU is the first campes Upham
has visited whle promoting the
Toobee, and he hopes the Spartan
Bookstore will carry the product.
A spokesman for the bookstore
said the Toobee will be carried when
Upham creates sufficient demand
for the new toy.

,f3e,

Name of PE Dept. changes
The former Physical
Education Department
abandoned its long-held
and familiar title during
the semester break and
was
renamed
the
"Department of Human
Performance."
As the term imples, the
new ’able gives "a broader
umbrella" to the department,
according
to
Chairman
department
Mary Bowman.
Bowman said the name
was changed because the
connotation of the term
"physical education" did
not correctly identify many
functions of the department, and conjured up
ideas of athletics and
physical activity alone.
The
newly -labeled
department is also concrened with the effects of
ssocio-cultural
and
psychological factors on
movement as well as force,
speed and balance. She
described the name change
as "a recognition of the
evolution of ideas about
physical activity."
Although the namechanging process was
oth overall, Bowman
)X1 some people thought
t. e change was un-

Klahn is now an engineer at the
University of California at Berkeley.
Upham said that Toobee production
is not ha "means of sustenance."

Fly the jet set.

Now ’Human Performance

who
lout
he
g of

I.

Training Act, they are not police
officers but serve as "eyes and ears
for the police," James said.
Strategically placed and sometimes
roving the campus, they are in radio
contact with University Police.
Direct dial phones have been installed in both parking garages and
around campus for emergency use.
A blue light is on top of each phone
for easy location.

G.E. engineer said the Mabee is
"incredibly light" considering the
distance it flies.
The toy achieves its flight
stability by spinning. It can be
thrown overhand, underhand or
sidearm, much as one wuld throw a
spiraling football. The rim, the
heaviest part of the toy, is pointed
forward.
Aluminum cans from Coke,
Olympia, Shasta, Schlitz and other
beverages are used in the
manufacture of Toobees. Upham
said he is unable to use Coors beer
cans because of their smaller size.

of
"Department
Kinesiology," which means
movement,
the study of
Bowman thinks this term
"physical
resembles
education" too closely. It
implies a narrow scientific
approach to the study of
movement, rather than the
broadness afforded by the
title Human Performance,
she said,

Stand the
F-4 Phantom on its tail and climb

stralqht

into the stratosphere

Cruise at
185 mph and
dive at 220 in
the iet-powered
11111PPPIIIIPAH-1 Cobra gun’
ship
Hover in midair or shift the AV-8 Harrier into drive and
Jet out at transonic
Speeds

a few can
make it to the top.

Fly Marine.

Becoming a Marine officer is no small task It demands
some of the most rugged physical training th the world
Plus academic proficiency Military skills And the
unique ability to lead Only a very few can qualify for
Marine officer training

If you re in college now and want to fly, we can get you
oft the ground Our PLC Air Program guarantees flight
school after basic training If you qualify, we can put you
in the air before college graduation with free civilian flying lessons

PLATOON
Juniors

Freshmen.

LEADERS

CLASS:

For

Sophmores,

and

leadership training during the summer. No obligation past initial summer training. $100 per
month during college. Commissioned a Lieutenant upon graduation from college. Aviation and
w optons.

OFFICER CANDIDATE COURSE: For Seniors and Graduates
Commisioned a Lieutenant upon completion of ten weeks of Officer Candidate School. Aviation
and law options available.
The Marine Officer Selection Team will be on campus Tuesday. Wednesday. and Thursday 31 Too
and 1 ft 2 Feb. from 9:00-2:00 outside the Student Union Bookstore.

The Few.
The Proud.
The Marines.

U.S.M.C. Officer Selection
2902 Almaden Expressway
San Jose, CA 95125
Call (408) 275-7445

VELCOM BAM!!!

NOW IN PAPERBACK!
A hauntingly violent and
sensual novel from
"one of America’s most
supremely talented and
important authors’qc

MD JUS7 FOR THE OCCASIoN

Alm ro woRicSPRIALS

A strand of Japanese hair, an
ice.cold sombrero, a smalttown
librarian with no earsRichard
firautigan has written a new novel.
The author of the best selling The
I lawkline Monster reaches new heights of
realism and surrealism to make Sam
hrero Fallout a classic,

SpiRAL NorEbooks

SOMBRERO
FALLOUT

1 50 SHEETS
PICTURE OF TOWER ON COVER
Ruq. PRICE $1.98
NOW
S1.49
OTHER PAPER BARGAINS

A Japanese Novel

S2 9’, 711C
A Touct,
Publish,

,

SChostur

OA Rorer.,

.115-5poitan
son ... .13"Lvirt
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Lock of space cited

Location of center questioned
By Kevin Fagan
For five years, the issue of whether to allow the Peer
Drop-in Center to remain in the Student Union has been a
heated one. Last December the Center’s advisor, Thornton Hooper, died, and with him died the controversy for
awhile.
"Since then we haven’t touched the issue," said Kim
Baskett, a member of the SU Board of Governors ad hoc
committee which is investigating the matter, but it’ll
keep coming up until it’s resolved."
At the Peer Drop-in Center, students can "seek
contact, communication and help from volunteer student
counselors in coping with the stresses of college life,"
according to the center’s publiciity.
The current problem revolves around the lack of
office space in the SU. When the Counseling Center was
founded and given a room in 1973, the Board of Governors
stipulated that the center could stay until it found another
location.
The center has not moved, and there are now four
offices cramped into a tiny section.
The University’s Audio Visual and Scheduling office
staffs are content with their space, but Katarous Watts,
A.S. Program Board Director, feels the Drop-in Center
should mover.
"There’s no space to work in there," he said, pointing
to the small, cluttered Program Board office. "We often
have all seven chairpersons planning seven different
programs in that place with one phone."
"We can’t do layout work, and there’s no privacy
when talking on the phone about contracts - we always
wind up turning around and telling someone to shut up,"
added Andrea Hart, program Board Drama Chairperson.
"Technically, the center should not even be in the
Union," Watts said.

Board of Governors policy states, "The Union cannot,
as a regular practice, accept organized classes or functions which are a part of the academic program of the
University." Students working in the Center, however,
may receive college credit.
The last official motion passed by the Board of
Governors concerning the center stated that the Board
would find an alternate space in the S.U. for the Program
Board and Peer Drop-in Center.
Rick Howe, member of the Board of Governors,
questions the usefulness of the center.
"I think it ( the center) is a noble idea," Home said,
"but! question their statistics and credentials. Are they
really doing any good? If they’re only helping a few people
we’ll have to re-evaluate their priority.
"I’m not into ostracizing the center," he hastened to
add. "I just want to find out their true worth and go from
there."

Disabled
students’
facilities
expand
By Hal Donaldson
Disabled students at
SJSU will reach new
heights and see new sites in
the near future.

Elevators,
ramps,
parking space and accessible drinking fountains, toilets, telephones
and doorways are all
examples of what SJSU is
In a statement submitted to the S.U. Board of doing to improve mobility
Governors last November, the staff at center claimed for the disabled on campus.
student use had risen over 100 percent between 1976 and
Services
Disabled
1977. The statement attributed this rise to the growing
Coordinator Mary Rogers
familiarity of their location in the S.U.
said approximately $1
Maryanne Ryan, chairman of the Board of Gover- million has been spent in
nors, would like to see the center stay in the S.U.
the last few years on
"The center is student-oriented, and that’s what this renovations but a lack of
building is all about," she said. "It fits in perfectly with money is inhibiting further
the S.U. philosophy."
changes.
Baskett said "all those questions and personal
Rogers said she knows
feelings about the center’s worth are invalid in the ad hoc
where the problems are
committee because its only purpose is to find another
and she hopes to achieve
place for the center."
total accessibility for the
contends
the
Ron Taylor, Drop-in Center coordinator,
disabled in the next two or
half"
a
class
because
"over
center cannot be considered
three years.
on
a
volunteer
basis.
working
there
do
it
students
of the
Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973
states a disabled student
cannot be excluded from
infunded
federally
stitutions.

Announcement

We have just increased

our donor fees

A committee headed
by SJSU Affirmative
Action Officer Steve
Faustina will submit a
document by June 1
how the
describing
university has complied
with Section 504.

Be a Lifesaver
in 1978
Earn 520.00 or More in Cash every Week

$20.00 Cash
every week

Not all colleges or
universities have been
willing to make the
changes SJSU has made.
"We are in good shape
because we started making
renovations a long time
ago," Rogers said.

Donate twice a week
Earn $10.00 per donation

The only academic
major in which a disabled
student could not participate was journalism
because the Spartan Daily
office is on the second floor,
but this will no longer be
the case when the elevator
in that building is commpleted, Rogergs said.

Bring spouse or friend
Open 7-12 Mon -Fri
for your convenience
Call 998-4567
or visit
Plasma Center
Jose
San
1469 Park Ave.
New donors bring this ad for a S1.00 bonus your
first donation. Husband and wife 51.00 each.

Elevators are also
being constructed in the
Administration, Speech
and Drama and Music
buildings. Bids are also out
for an elevator in the
Faculty-Office building.

We’re all the bank
a student needs.
If you ei king for the bank that can do the most for you, chances
are you’ll be looking into Bank of America.
We offer a complete range of basic student banking services:
College Plan" Checking. Personal Choice Savings Plans, and if you
qualify, Student BankAmericard’ Visa!’ overdraft protection,
and more.
Including Consumer Information Reports to provide you with
the kind of straitto-the-point facts you need to know about
banking, establishing credit, financing an education, and many
other subjects.
Our Reports cover a range of topics. And you can pick up your
copies free at any one of our branches. Without obligation.

You see, quite frankly we want to be your bank But we know
it’s not what we want that matters. What matters is what you want.
And that’s why we’re hoping we can help you learn more
about banking.
We figure the more you know about it. the more you’re going
to want to bank with the bank that can do you the most good. both
in school and after.
Quite a few Californians think that’s us. If you look into it
thoroughly enough, we think you’ll agree.
Depend on us. More California college students do.
BANK0F AM ERICA

WYK Or AMERICA 5155’ MEMBER Ern
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Part of SJSU’s attempt to
make classrooms higher
than the first floor more
honto
accessible
dicopped students is

evident
in
the
in.
stallation of elevators in
buildings
around
campus.
George
Scampini
is
in
the

middle of constructing a
new elevator in
Dromo
Speech and
Building.

The campus has been
surveyed many times,
Rogers said, and accessibility problems are
put on a list which is sent to
the office of the Chancellor
of the California State
University and colleges.
Assistant Chief of
Plant Operations, Richard
Emigh, stressed the high
cost of renovations and the
problems that older
buildings can present.

Emigh said despite
difficulties in making
changes, the university
still hopes to reach its
ultimate goal, "to make it
as architecturally barrierfree as possible."
SJSU President John
Bunzel noted the university’s commitment toward
the disabled in a booklet
entitled "Unique Services."
"In cooperation with

the Chancellor’s office and
the Department of
Rehabilitation,"
he
wrote,’ many barriers,
both architectural and
attitudinal, have and are
being eliminated.
"At the present time,
this campus is one of the
most accessible in the
state. Efforts will continue,
as funds become available,
until it is completely accessible," Bunzel said.

WE HAVE
MANY
MANY
USED
BOOKS

to checks
Ch.c4ing

adj’ai, BOOK &
taX ART SUPPLIES
f;

on 10th st./just off San Carlos

Jailuzir-

Sex bias charge delay
pending legal opinion

Cors igiia
Downtown San Jose is her realm
By Hilary Ann Roberts
While sitting in the
living room of her spacious
Spanish-style home on
South 16th Street, Joan
Corsiglia, president of the
Campus Community
Association, leans bick to
recall growing up in the
Santa Clara Valley. Living
a few miles south of San
Jose on a Campbell ranch,
the lush orchards provided
her family’s livelihood.
"I’d get five cents for
picking a 40 pound box of
prunes," she remembers,
"and we grew up cutting
apricots. When I was real
little, my parents made
their living totally from the
land. Later my father had
to take jobs in processing
plants. Funny how we were
out in the wilderness then.
Now it’s all tract homes."
Despite the change
from farm community to
wandering boom town, the
grower’s daughter grew up
to marry a doctor and stay
in San Jose. Most imCorsiglia’s
portant,
pioneering spirit remains.
Re-channeled into both
improving and maintaining
the neighborhood, the drive
of the president of the
seven -year-old CCA is
infectious.
"In the last five years,
the CCA has generally
gotten more attention,"
Corsiglia said. "Going into
an area, then fixing up a
house and getting together
with diverse neighbors has
become socially acceptable.
"I like the variation of
people

here,"

she

con-

Joon Corsiglia
tinues, "but you have to be opposing the city’s efforts
willing to deal with all the to remove up to 1,000 south
problems of a mixed campus trees without an
neighborhood."
Environmental Impact
Report; hosting a meeting
But coupled with
with new Police Chief
Corsiglia’s leadership and
the backing of CCA’s 140- Joseph McNamara on area
conducting
member households, many crime;
on
rape
issues seem easily con- seminars
prevention; and snuffing
fronted and often solvable.
out a proposed dune buggy
This past year, major and motorcycle track
association activities have scheduled for construction
included
successfully near Highway 280.

What the court giveth
the court taketh away
e and
of
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By John Raess
California students who work parttime were handed a setback by the courts
this month, while students looking for
housing may get some assistance from the
’ legislature in February.
A California appeals court ruled Jan. 3
that a student whose class load restricts
. his or her availability for work may not
receive unemployment benefits.
The court of appeal ruling is the latest
word in the "Ballantyne decision," in
which a UCLA law school student was
awarded unemployment benefits after
losing a part-time job.
William DeMartini, of the Unemployment Insurance Appeals Board, said
the courts are returning to "a more
traditional view" of schooling. According
to DeMartini, the court found that higher
education, while commendable, was not a
compelling cause" for a student to refuse

work.

In addition, the court was not satisfied
there was a substantial labor market for
the student with a restrictive schedule.
In the legislature, a bill to keep landlords from refusing to rent to students
because they are not year-round residents

may get another hearing next month.
The bill, introduced by Assemblyman
Howard Berman, D-Beverly Hills, would
amend the Rumford Fair Housing Act to
make discrimination on the basis of
student status as illegal as discrimination
based on race, sex or marital status.
It would not prevent colleges and
universities from limiting their housing to
students only, however.
The bill was originally introduced last
March. Since then it has been amended
twice. Berman’s office said the bill, now in
committee, will get another hearing in
February. Approval by the committee
would remove a major obstacle facing the
bill’s passage.
In wake of the court decision on
student unemployment, an assembly
measure that would have accomplished
the same thing was dropped
The bill, introduced by Assemblyman
Dixon Arnett, R-Redwood City, would
have denied unemployment payments to
unemployed students who work part-time.
The court of appeal decision overturned rulings by both the Unemployment
Insurance Appeals Board and a
Sacramento County Superior Court Judge.
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"Can you imagine the
kind of noise that would’ve
caused?" Corsiglia asks,
shaking her head. "When
we knew we’d won, about
29 of us ran all over the hill
where the track would’ve
been, sprinkling poppy
seeds. It has rained several
times since then, so pretty
soon you’ll see flowers on
Racetrack Hill."
Perhaps her most
unpopular victoryat least
among SJSU students and
the
administrators --is
support of a city ordinance
to restrict commuter
parking in the neighborhood.
"The potential of this
neighborhood
whole
becoming a giant parking
lot was too much," Corsiglia said. "Instead of
fighting permit parking,
maybe the university now
will put their resources into
solving the problem."
Her involvement with
the association began in
1971, when she saw a CCA
flyer advertising its second
meeting. Founded by a few
SJSU professors and staff,
its initial aim was to
upgrade the area’s board
and care homes which
house ex-mental patients.
"Anyone who owned a
house could come in and
make a fast buck," Corsiglia said, thinking back.
"A license wasn’t required
and there were no safety
either.
regulations
Gradually, we moved on to
spreading alcoholic
recovery
programs
throughout San Jose.
"Of course, social
services are vital and
needed," she added. "But
if it wasn’t for us, they
would’ve all been centered
in this neighborhood. And
we need a mix."
The Corsiglias tried a
homogenized suburban life
before moving to the south
campus area 12 years ago.
"I was expecting our
fourth child when we
moved into a Willow Glen
tract," Corsiglia said. "In
those years, with three
small children and an

"VDU

infant, I couldn’t think
beyond surviving. It was an
effort just getting them to
and from school every day.
"Then we started
getting overwhelmed with
other kids in that area.
There were so many, with
no sense of family. The last
straw came when houses
were built in the abandoned
orchard my kids played in.
We got an out-of-control
feeling," she said.
In the back of her
mind, Corsiglia always
knew they would find a
large, old home instead.
"My husband practices on
17th Street, and I’d drive
down to visit him. When I
saw the ’For Sale’ sing
here, that did it," she said.
Friends opposed the
move, saying the campus
area was a slum and
moving downhill fast.
"Well, a lot of them
thought we were crazy!
But we drove around the
neighborhood and tried to
be realistic," Corsiglia
said. "We had both grown
up on ranches, so the
middle-class value of
everyone mowing their
lawns wasn’t that important."
She especially likes
living near SJSU, whose
facilities provide low-cost
or free concerts, plays and
classes within walking
distance.
"Homeowners
are
realizing that the students
living here lend a positive
aspect, too," she said.
"More people are thinking
of renting rooms out to
them."
Meanwhile,
Joan
Corsiglia and the CCA
members, a mix including
senior citizens, young
married couples and
students, continue to forge
ahead for campus area
rights. She laughed when
asked what being a
neighborhood activist is
like.
"I suppose I am, but
only in the sense that I’m
just working with friends to
improve
the
neighborhood," she said.

By Gary Barger
A decision on a sex
discrimination charge by
English Professor Sybil
Weir is being delayed
pending an opinion from
the General Counsel of the
California State University
and Colleges System.
Virgil Hughes, head of
the grievance committee
hearing the case, said each
side in the dispute had the
to
write
opportunity
General Counsel asking for
an opinion regarding legal
questions that came up and
that the committee is now
"waiting for his reply."
"I have no idea how
long this will take,"
Hughes said. "I’ve never
served on one of these
committees before. The
case in in limbo right now."
The information asked
from Counsel is "pretty
much under wraps," and
"mainly for the committee’s own deliberative
use," according to a
spokeswoman
for
Academic Vice President
Hobert Burns.
Weir filed a grievance
Sept. 6 claiming the
university violated af-

-frivolous and phony

When the grievance
committee reaches a
decision, it will submit its
recommendation to Bunzel
for final

approval.
’Lady’ audition

Sybil

Weir

action
firmative
procedures by failing to
select her as New College
provost.
Weir was one of three
candidates recommended
to SJSU President John
Bunzel for the final
decision. Bunzel selected
Larry Chenoweth for the
post.
Weir said she didn’t
feel she was more qualified
for the position than
Chenoweth, but that she
was just as qualified.
Dean of Faculty
Robert Sasseen, who
represented the university
during the hearings, has
called Weir’s charge’

Auditions kir the S.JSU
[heater Arts Department
production of ’My Fair
’Atty.’ will be Wednesday
and Thursday at 6 p.m. in
PER 262.
The auditions
to all interested students.
Students should prepare a
song of their choice, no
longer than /DC minute,
and be dreswil to in,Ae," according to director
Richard Parks.
Callbacks for those
selected [rot ii the audition
will be Friday at 5:30 p.m.
in the Concert Hall of the
Music Building, ijOloll I 17fi.

are open
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is The Book!
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The Wherehouse Faculty/Student Discount Card is
FREE’ It saves your Si oft the ticket price of any LP
or tape ticketed at $4 or more. Take advantage of
the savings anytime the Wherehouse is open
Remember the discount applies only to the ticket
price -not to any LP or tape on sale below the ticket
price

WHILE YOU WAIT
USE THIS AD FOR $1 OFF THE TICKET PRICE UNTIL FEB. 28
STUDENT/FACULTY DISCOUNT CARD APPLICATION

BRING THIS APPLICATION
TO YOUR LOCAL WHEREHOUSE
OR MAIL IT TO:

NAME
ADDRESS

THE WHEREHOUSE
14100 S. KINGSLEY DR.
GARDENA, CA 90249
ATTN: COLLEGE SALES

Mc Donald’s wants to welcome you to San Jose State.
So, we’re giving every student who brings us this
coupon a free order of fries with the purchase of a
Big Macfi
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sports
SJSU football

super’for now
By Chris Georges
football
SJSU’s
program is safe and sound - at least for one more year.
A proposed restructuring of the NCAA’s
Division I which might
have spelled doom or
SJSU’s grid program was
amended at the recent
NCAA convention to allow
the Spartans and some 25
additional teams into the
new Division I-A "super
conference."
But a strong possibility
remains that the nation’s
football
collegiate
superpowers will try again
next year to ditch the 25
hanger-on to what was
originally meant to be a
much more elite group.
Under the so-called Ivy
League amendment which
allowed SJSU into Division
I -A, a school sponsoring 12
men’s varsity sports
qualifies for the "super
conference," instead of
needing a 30,000 seat
stadium and averaging
17,000 paid attendance at
home games in one of the
last four years.
In addition, schools
must schedule at least 60
percent of their football
games against other I -A
schools.
amendment
The
allowed some 25 additional
schools, including SJSU
and all the Ivy League
members to join the 79
which qualified under the

original plan, and Faculty
Athletic Representative
Dick Post doesn’t think the
top grid powers like it.
"Next year at the
convention) they’ll come
back," Post said. "I’m sure
they feel that with the new
100 instead of the previous
144 schools they’ll be able
to get rid of us."
An attempt was nearly
made at this year’s convention to rescind the "Ivy
mf

-toe

Bob Murphy
League" amendment, but
not enough support could
be raised among the 144
voting schools to defeat the
measure.
-It will probably come
up again and again," said
Athletic Director Bob
Murphy.
Murphy, an outspoken
opponent of the original
proposal and a driving
force behind adoption of
the amendment, said if the
plan had not been revised,
"the financial impact

would have been so
devastating
that
the
( SJSU) football program
would not have survived."
"I don’t think our
students or alumni would
settle for anything less
than the best," he said.
"They wouldn’t have
accepted a second-echelon
status; they would have
lost interest, quietly folded
their tents and left."
Murphy said had SJSU
been relegated to the newly
created Division I-AA it
would have been financially impossible to build
and maintain Spartan
Stadium’s planned expansion to 30,000 seats.
That expansion is
scheduled to begin in
spring, he said.
The new "super conference" has been four
years in the making. with
support
from
strong
football
Midwestern
powers, the plan’s
designers wanted to create
an elite of the nation’s most
powerful grid teams which
would have economic selfrule and a virtual
monopoly over television
broadcast rights, a main
source of athletic funding.
When the matter
finally came before the
NCA A
convention
in
Atlanta earlier this month,
the original vote saw seven
conferences voting in
favor.

Sparse swimmers
buzzed by Hornets
b) Steven Goldberg
A lack of swimmers

contributed to a 69-58 loss
to Sacramento State by the
women’s swim team last
Tuesday.
"We don’t have too
many swimmers which is
our problem," Coach
Connie Roy said. The team
could have as many as 18
traveling members but

only has 10, she added.
The team will compete
in the NorCal League
Championship on February
10.
Roy, in her first year
as coach, doesn’t expect
the team to place highly
but feels that several
members of the team could
do well individually.
Roy tabbed I.isa
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McIntosh in the 50-yard
Eileen
backstroke,
Campbell in the 100 and 200
breaststroke and Lisa
Sperling in the 100 and 200
butterfly to score at
NorCals.
Those three, along with
Chris Bibbes, have a
chance to place in the four
member medley relay, the
Spartans’ strongest event,
Roy added.
The team’s record
stands at 1-5-1 but Roy, who
swam for the Santa Clara
Swim Club for nine years,
said next year should show
an improvement because
all her top swimmers are
returning.
Roy, who also coaches
at SCSC, plans to step up
recruitment so the team
won’t be shorthanded next
season.
"This area is a gold
mine for swimmers.
There’s no reason that a
little bit of effort can’t
bring them in. I don’t see
why San Jose State can’t
have a full swim team,"
said Roy, who is expecting
a baby in February.

Home is
where cagers’
hearts are
(Editor’s note: this is
the first of a two-part story
on the SJSU men’s
basketball team’s activities during the semester
break).
By Pete Cavaghan
There is no place like
home, if one asks Spartan
basketball coach Ivan
Guevara.
On the home floor of
Park
Independence
Fieldhouse, the Spartans
finished up non-conference
play Jan. 5 with a 76-69 win
over Sacramento State,
completing a 4-0 preconference home slate.
The SJSU five found
that when on the road, the
home team also had quite a
bit of success, and only
once during eight fruitless
outings did the Spartans go
into the final minutes with
the game still for the
taking,
that
against
Stanford in the season
opener.
A 4-8 record is nothing
to write home about,
although considering the
circumstances under
which it was compiled, it is
nothing to hide.
Consider these:
-the Spartans were
forced to start 10 different
players in non-conference
action due to illness, injury
or suspension
-the team has only one
senior, and he missed
playing time because of a

bad ankle
and a flu
epidemic which decimated
the entire squad
-nine players are
newcomers and 10 are
freshmen or sophomores
-for the first time, the
Spartans are playing exclusively Division 1 teams
-no less than six players
have started at least once
at forward for the Spartans
The five aforementioned problems would
cause any team to start
slowly, and Guevara has a
big job in front of him.
He must put together a
team from the group of
players he now has, and
from that group find a
guard who can get the ball
to Wally Rank and Stan Hill
inside consistently.
The one time that was
done effectively, Hill set
school scoring record of 37
points.
Going into conference
play, Guevara had plans of
winning nine or 10 games;
in pre-conference and early
conference play, the
team’s failure to mature as
fast as he had hoped forced
him to reassess the
situation.
Guevara believes his
club will finish with at least
a .500 record (seven wins)
in the tough Pacific Coast
Athletic Association. Only
one PCAA team had a
losing record giong into
the
conference play:

Spartans were that team,
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tougher schedule than most
teams.
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board arrangements by the University Foundation, CSUC.
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sports
Fencers
aim for
national
title

Pete CaNaghan

Lowe incident

’understandable’

ow

Raymond Townsend, senior guard on the UCLA
basketball team, underwent a three-hour surgical
procedure last Dec. 23 to repair damage suffered when
SJSU guard Ron Lowe punched him during a basketball
contest the previous night.
I refrain from using the word "game" to describe the
events of Dec. 22.
Townsend suffered a fractured jaw, loss of one tooth,
loosening of several more, lacerations in and around the
mouth and a mild concussion. That is not a part of any
"game."
Lowe was definitely in the wrong. He has no excuse or
reason for taking the actions he did. It is not the object of
this story to defend his actions, which I find inexcusable.
I would like to review the four factors which I believe
played roles leading to the incident.
First, Townsend was illegally holding Lowe as they
tried to get position for a rebound.
Second, Lowe, at that point in the contest, was very
frustrated at his inability to play well, and at the team’s
performance.
Third, Lowe was emotionally charged. In all sports,
being "up" is a’re-r- uisite for winning.
Lowe was incredibly
high emotionally for the
game, more than at any
other time I’ve seen him
perform. Evidence that
Lowe was operating at too
high a mental level was
obvious in two of his six
shots that night. Lowe, the
best shooter for the
Spartans, shot two balls
that went two feet past the
rim.
Lowe does not make a
practice of doing this, and
most "air balls" are short
Ivan Guevara
of the rim, not past it.
The fourth factor was the major one. This was the
non-work of officials Bob Garibaldi ( ex -San Francisco
Giant pitcher) and Richard Ballesteros.
It is unfortunate that Lowe reacted as he did to a
situation that could have been prevented. Lowe acted
somewhat out of desperationthe officials afforded him no
protection.
Townsend was not called for holding Lowe, and it
happened on more than one occasion. Lowe was not even
called for a foul when he punched Townsendtwice.
Garibaldi and Ballesteros called only 18 fouls in the
first half. At the close of the half, they warned Spartan
Coach Ivan Guevara that if he did not desist in his
vigorous protestations of the violence on the floor, they
would whistle him for a technical foul, which can cost a
team up to six points.
Guevava told his battered team during halftime that
the referees were going to continue non-calling the contest, and to do as UCLA did, taking full advantage of
whatever was allowed.
The coach pointed out to his players that they should
get some respect, or they would be mauled physically and
on the scoreboard. At this point, the Spartans trailed 47-35.
Garibaldi and Ballesteros continued their style of noncalling the game until Guevara urged them too
vehemently to blow the whistles instead of the calls.
Guevara was assessed a technical foul two minutes
into the second half when his objections became rather
blatant.
Thirteen seconds later, Guevara’s arguments were
vindicated when Lowe cast Townsend as Duane Bobick
while performing his Ken Norton imitation.
Garibaldi and Ballesteros called all but a few of their
38 second-half fouls in the remaining 17:46. The increase
of over 100 percent in foul calls from the 18 in the first half
to the second indicates the officials were making a futile
attempt to regain control.
I do not condone Ron Lowe’s actions last Dec. 22.
But they are understandable in light of the four factors, and it is likely that without the fourth factor,
Garibaldi and Ballesteros, this incident would not have
occurred.
My sympathies are with Raymond Townsend and Ron
Lowe, who must live with the long-term effects of this.
My hopes are that Garibaldi and Ballesteros succeed
in another line of work. They have proven themselves
incapable of properly officiating a sporting event.

By Dave Reynolds
Another
national
fencing title is within the
grasp of the Spartans, who
closed out their dual meet
season last Tuesday,
trouncing Cal 28-8.
The locals easily won
the women’s foil 9-0, the
men’s foil 8-1, and the epee
.7-2. They also suffered a
minor upset by losing the
sabre division 5-4.
"Our sabre men were a
little overconfident and
sluggish, while Berkeley
was ready to go. However,
I think that this upset is
good for the team because
it will make them try
harder for the NorCals on
February 11," said Michael
D’Asaro, head coach.
During the season, the
women’s team went undefeated in dual meets
while the men suffered one
loss.
A bystander said that
before D’Asaro took over at
SJSU, no women’s team
had ever won the NCAA
title three times in a row as
well as the national open
competition.
And it looks like the
ladies will get their fourth
trophy.
"Our women’s team is
the best in the country.
There’s no doubt about it,"
said D’Asaro, a former
men’s champion himself.
"I’m sure one of our girls
will take the individual
honors, though it will just
depend on which one is
really up at the time."
The women’s team is
led by Hurley Johnson,
Hope Konecny, Stacey
Johnson and Vincent
Hurley. The women use
only the foil.
Leading the men is
epee
wielder
Peter
Schifrin , who D’Asaro
thinks should do well at the
NorCals.
Handling the Spartans’
sabres are Mark Detert
and Scott Kniess, while
returnee Bobby Thompson,
Mark Decena and freshman
Carlos
Uribe
specialize in the foil.
The locals begin their
championship quest a week
from Saturday when they
host the NorCals, the
championships for the
Northern California area.
After that is state,
regional, and national
competition.

McDowell top
at mat tourney

photo

SJSU’s men’s swim
team will take on
Sacramento State in a nonconference meet Friday at
11 a.m. in the Men’s Gym
pool.

Spartan wrestler Mike Rodriquez (light suit) sakes it
on the chin from the University; of Washington’s Bill
Hoglund.

Cagers shade
Cards, 61-56
The SJSU women’s
basketball team exhibited
an aggressive defense that
forced numerous turnovers
in a 61-56 victory over
Stanford last Wednesday at
Maples Pavilion.
The victory boosted the
Spartans’ record to 3-0 in
the Northern California
Athletic Association as
they retained first place
while their overall record
was evened at 7-7.
Center Elinor Banks
was instrumental in the
victory as she led the
Spartans with 18 points and
10 rebounds. The 6-foot-3inch freshman intimidated
the Cardinals by blocking
several shots and keeping
the area near the basket
clogged.

Coach Sharon Chatman said the team played
well defensively, forcing
the Cardinals out of their
offensive motion.
"Offensively we didn’t
play well," Chatman added. A lack of discipline,
especially late in the
second half, made the
game a lot closer than it
should have been, she said.
The first half saw
Stanford jump out to a 3-0
advantage but the Spartans
took a 10-6 lead on a Karen
Mason jumper after four
Cardinal
turnovers.
Although the Spartans
threatened to open ups big
lead, free throws helped
keep the Cardinals close as
the half ended with SJSU
holdings 30-27 edge.
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Kerr, who has coached
the Spartans to five PCAA
titles in five years as
coach, said the team has
performed up to his preseason expectations but
that the end of the season is
more important.
"You can end up, say
14-4-1, and yet if you don’t
do well at the end of the
season, people view it as a
losing season," he said.
Kerr, selected as the
coach of the North team in
the North-South All Star
Meet to be held Feb. 6 at
Cal calls this year’s team
the best he’s had in terms
of attitude.
"They fight a lot
amongst themselves but
they’re super tight. I’ve
been working for this type
of situation for five years,"
Kerr said happily.
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dimension of excitement to your
campus life.
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Mike
Rodrigues
decisioned Terry Gelding
pounds
to open the
at 118
meet while Duane Harris,
at 190, defeated Mark
Munson 12-1 for SJSU’s last
victory.
Kerr said the win over
the Pilots would help the
Spartans’ national ranking
to an extent. Currently,
SJSU is unranked.
Despite the win over
PSU, the Spartans’ biggest
tests are yet to come, Kerr
said.
Upcoming meets
against a tough UCLA
team, 11th ranked Cal
Poly -San Luis Obispo
team, generally regarded
as the best on the West
Coast, PCAA championships and the Western
Regionals will be SJSU’s
toughest meets, he said.
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By Steven Goldberg
Robert McDowell’s
performance Saturday at
the Portland State Invitational Tournament,
where he was named
Wrestler,
Outstanding
overshadowed the mat
team’s victory over the
12th-ranked Pilots Friday.
McDowell pinned three
opponents and decisioned
one as he placed first in the
142-pound division. Kevin
Hejnal at 150 pounds and
Lee Mills at 126 pounds
took fourth in their
respective divisions.
Coach T.J. Kerr called
McDowell’s performance
Saturday the highlight of
the weekend because of the
prestige of the invitational
event.
’Oregon
State
University won the tournament with 73.75 points
while SJSU finished fifth
with 37.75 points.
Kerr said he was
disappointed over the
Spartans’ finish.
"We just didn’t seem to
pull it together," he said.
Friday, the Spartans
downed the Pilots 30-18,
improving SJSU’s record
to 10-3-1. McDowell, Hejnal
and Mills all pinned their
Portland State opponents.
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flashback
On this day in:
1940: San Jose State
T.W.
President
MacQuarrie announced
that, for the first time in
the school’s history, male
outnumbered
students
students.
female
figures
Registration
totaled 1,893 men and 1,843
women the first time men
were a majority since 1862.
when the college, then
known as the San Jose
Normal School, opened its
doors to a initial
’one
registration on
gentleman and five
ladies."
The Student
1949:
Council rejected a proposal
that female members of
the marching band wear
skirts, rather than the
traditional slacks, citing a
rumored vote of 85 band
members in favor of the
slacks, and also em-

phasizing "the effect of t
cold on the skirted legs
the female marchers."
The proposal was brough
to the council by Musk
Department head Dr. Lylt
Downey, who cited uniforn
manufacturers’ comments
that Eastern and mid Western colleges were
adorning their female band
members in skirts, and
that Western colleges were
eight years behind in band
uniform styles.
1975: S.ISU cornerbaul
louie Wright was selectee
in the firstround of the pr.
football draft by tht.
Denver Broncos, the first
player from SJSU to bt
chosen in the first round
Wright has since gone on I.
become a starter on Its
"Orange Crush" defense tit
AFC-chanipioi.
the
Broncos, and was selected
to this year’s All Pro team

spartaguide
photo by Sot, Kornenirh

By Cheryl Hahs
Too much of the wrong kind of light has reduced the
effectiveness of the 120-inch Shane telescope at lick
Observatory atop Mount Hamilton.
According to Sandra Faber, associate professor of
astronomy at the University of California at Santa Cruz
and a consultant at the observatory, work involving faint
objects in the sky has suffered because of the "light
pollution’. emitted from San Jose.
San Jose’s mercury vapor streetlights cause more

than half of the problems for astronomers working with
spectrograms which analyze the spectrum of stellar
objects, according to Foyer.
The San Jose City Council is considering a change in
street lights from mercury vapor to sodium since sodium
would be less expensive to operate and more energyefficient.
While the city plans a demonstration comparing high
and low-pressure sodium vapor lamps on two residential
blocks, observatory officials say the low-pressure lamps

can save the city $114,000 a year in energy costs.
A committee of San Jose public works officials,
astronomers and manufactures of sodium lamps recently
agreed unanimously to use low-pressure sodium lamps
despite an objection from high-pressure lamp
manufacturers that the low-pressure types arc not
esthetically pleasing because of the light they throw off.
Some city public works officials have assured Fabet
that the light pollution from the city will not only be halted
but reversed, she said.

USED
BOOKS

The Chicano Students
Association will meet
Wednesday at 3:45 p.m. in
the S. U. Pacheco Room.

The Student Coalition
Against Racism will hold a
"Reverse the
Bakke
Decision" planning
meeting Wednesday at

12:30 p.m. in the 5.I1.
Almaden "A" Rimini.
Operation SHARE. a
person to person tutoring
program, will hold an
orientation
meeting
Wednesday at 330 p.m. in
the S.U. Ahnaden Room.
One to three units of credit
are offered for !.1toring.

NEW
BOOKS
TOO!
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